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1 Introduction
East West Exchange Inc. has proposed to establish a religious retreat camp at Part Lot 13,
Concession 2 EGR, geographic Township of Glenelg, Municipality of West Grey, County of Grey.
Aquatic and Wildlife Services (AWS) was retained in February 2008 to undertake the required
Environmental Impact Study (EIS). Figure number 1 provides the general site location mapping and
Figure number 2 provides delineation of the EIS Study Lands and the 120m adjacent review lands.
This Natural Heritage Environmental Impact Study (EIS) has been undertaken to meet the
requirements of the Natural Heritage Provincial Policy Statement section 2.1 and related policies of
the County of Grey Official Plan and the Zoning for the Municipality of West Grey.
Note: For this EIS report all Italic writing text sections are direct quotes from referenced documents
and reports.
This report will follow the format requirements as outlined in the Natural Heritage Reference
Manuals of February 1997 and June 1999 and Official Plan EIS aspects.
The applicant, East West Exchange Inc., has proposed to establish a religious retreat within Part Lot
13, Con. 2 EGR, with the intent for development in a two-phase approach accommodating up to 500
people. Development facilities include a main hall, kitchen/cafeteria, dormitory, manager’s house,
vehicle parking area, septic and well services, camping sites and outdoor activities.
A preliminary site plan had the development focused within the ‘back farm fields’ located centrally
to the property, as shown on Figure number 2B. During the 2008 EIS field investigations, the site
was walked with the applicant and consulting architect to discuss various on-site environmental issues
and potential concerns related to access for heavy machinery and road construction within the
wetland/floodplain and cold-water stream environment. In support of the sensitive environment, the
applicant shifted the potential development activity to the ‘property front field’ as delineated on
Figure number 2B and referenced within this EIS report as the ‘Study Lands’ as shown on Figure No.
2.
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1.1

Background Review

A literature review and data search was conducted to aid in the identification of Natural Heritage
Features and historical occurrence records for Flora and Fauna within and surrounding the subject
Study Lands. This background review was utilized to augment field data collection for the EIS
process. A full listing of reports / documents cited has been provided within the reference section.
Preliminary consultation was undertaken with the following:
Draft concept site plan by Peter Ferguson, whom also consulted the Municipality
Draft sewage treatment plans by Gamsby and Mannerow Engineering Ltd.
Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority staff: Environmental Planner, Jo-Anne Harbinson

1.2

Field Study Methodology

Field investigations and data collection for this EIS reporting covered the spring, summer and fall
seasons of 2008. Details of inventory focus works and dates are provided in Table No. 1.
A two-person team comprised of John Morton and Judith Jones from AWS Environmental
Consulting completed 17.5 hours of field survey works over eight site visits within the EIS field
Study Lands as delineated on Figure No. 2.
Flora survey fieldwork followed a ‘random’ search pattern throughout the Study Lands, during the
spring and summer growing seasons of 2008. A full listing of flora species with floristic quality
scoring has been provided within Appendix II. Vegetation community mapping following the
Provincial Ecological Land Classification system is shown on Figure No. 8, covering the Study Lands
and the adjacent review lands.
Fauna survey fieldwork followed a similar random approach within all of the Study Lands, and each
habitat type. A fauna species listing recorded through sightings, auditory or evidence noted (track,
scat) is provided within the Appendix III. Breeding Bird survey works followed field timelines in
accordance with Bird Studies Canada Protocols and Herpetofaunal survey works were in accordance
to Provincial guidelines.
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1.3

Field Survey Dates

AWS field survey works were undertaken on eight dates, covering both the spring and summer
growing seasons of 2008 and fall to early winter season of 2008. Survey focus works are outlined on
Table No. 1, with coverage hours for each survey date. Though each site visit had a given ‘focus’ for
Natural Heritage features and ecological function identification, field survey works also included all
flora/fauna survey sightings, habitat conditions/functions and development assessment works during
each site visit.

Table No. 1: Field Survey Dates
Date

Time & (Duration)

Survey Focus

April 17, 2008

1:00 pm to 3:30 pm (2.5 hrs)

Preliminary field assessment and
Herpetofaunal

May 26, 2008

10:30 am to 12:00 pm

June 14, 2008

7:30 am to 8:30 am

(1.5 hrs)

Herpetofaunal, Surface Water
Features, Breeding Birds
Breeding Birds

(1.0 hrs)

June 26, 2008

11:00 am to 2:30pm (2 X 3.5 =
7.0hrs)

August 13, 2008

3:00 pm – 4:30 pm (1.5 hrs)

September 12, 2008

2:30 pm to 4:00 pm (1.5 hrs)

November 12, 2008

9:30 an to 10:30 am (1.0 hrs)

Surface water features and Wintering
Habitat conditions

November 20, 2008

11:00 am to 12:30 am (1.5 hrs)

Field review of features and
development concept, with applicant
and architect
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2 Significant Feature Analysis
The following eight Natural Heritage Features as defined by the Provincial Policy Statement 2.1
dated March 1, 2005, have been researched on available reports, data banks, maps etc. currently
available through municipal, provincial and federal agencies for this study area. Features that have
been identified to occur within the EIS Study Lands or their associated adjacent lands will require
further impact assessment as provided within section 3 of the report.

2.1

Habitat of Endangered and Threatened Species

Historical listings of Significant Flora and Fauna species records were reviewed for the subject Study
Lands through the Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) web site. Species records maintained
by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR) including the Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) listings are shown on Figure No.4 for the surrounding
landscape. No historically recorded species that has an Endangered or Threatened status have been
recorded within the subject Study Lands or adjacent review lands. The EIS field study works of 2008,
augmented this historical review, with Flora and Fauna listings provided within Appendix II and III,
having no species identified with an Endangered or Threatened Status.
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) section 2.1.3 (a) states:
Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in significant habitat of endangered
species and threatened species.
With no Endangered or Threatened species recorded or historically noted within the Study Lands,
this development proposal will be in compliance with Provincial Policies, Acts and Legislation and
similar Official Plan policies. As such, no further Impact Assessment works are deemed necessary
for this development proposal in relation to the PPS 2.1.3 (a).

2.2

Significant Wetlands

No significant wetland designations occur within the Study Lands or the adjacent review lands, as
shown on the Grey County Official Plan mapping Figure No. 5A and 5B and the Conservation
Authority regulatory mapping shown within Appendix IV and confirmed through Ministry of Natural
Resources literature review. The Provincially Significant Wetland ‘McKechnie Creek’ bisects the
back portion of Lot 13, however this PSW environment is approximately 600m west of the Study
Lands, as has no surface water connection to the Study Lands, and undulating terrain with open field
environments between the two locations, as such no negative impacts from the development
structures are anticipated.
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) section 2.1.3 (b) states:
Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in significant wetlands in Ecoregions 5E,
6E and 7E.
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The subject Study Lands are within Ecoregion 6E, however with no designated Significant Wetland
within the Study Lands or the 120m adjacent review land, this development proposal will be in
compliance with the PPS section 2.1.3 and 2.1.6 (adjacent lands policy for 120m to PSW
designations) and similar policies of the Official Plan and Municipal Zoning. As such, no further
Impact Assessment works are deemed necessary for this development proposal in relation to the PPS
2.1.3 (b).

2.3

Significant Coastal Wetlands

The subject Study Land does not occur along the Great Lakes coastline, as such this development
proposal will have no impact on coastal wetlands.
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) section 2.1.3 (c) states:
Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in significant coastal wetlands
With no designated Significant Coastal Wetlands within the Study Lands or its 120m adjacent review
land, this development proposal will be in compliance with the PPS section 2.1.3 and 2.1.6 (adjacent
lands policy for 120m to PSW designations) and similar policies of the Official Plan and Municipal
Zoning. As such, no further Impact Assessment works are deemed necessary for this development
proposal in relation to the PPS 2.1.3 (c).

2.4

Significant Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (A.N.S.I.)

No life science or earth science ANSI designations occur within the Study Lands or its 120m
adjacent review lands, as shown on the Grey County Official Plan mapping Figure No. 5A and 5B,
and confirmed through Ministry of Natural Resources literature review.
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) section 2.1.4 (e) states:
Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in significant areas of natural and
scientific interest unless it has been demonstrated that there will be no negative impacts on
the natural features or their ecological functions.
With no ANSI designation occurring within the Study Lands or its 120m adjacent review lands, this
proposed development activity is in compliance with the PPS section 2.1.4 (e) and 2.1.6 (adjacent
lands policy for 50m) and similar policies of the Official Plan and Municipal Zoning. As such, no
further Impact Assessment works are deemed necessary for this development proposal in relation to
the PPS 2.1.3 (b).
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2.5

Significant Valleylands

Grey County or the City of Owen Sound has not identified potential ‘Significant Valleylands’ within
the Official Plan mapping based on Provincial criteria; as such this EIS has reviewed recommended
Provincial criteria as listed in the 1999 Natural Heritage Reference Manual attachment section A.7,
for determining said designations.
Figure No. 3, which provides site-contour mapping of the Study Lands, demonstrates that though the
surrounding landscape is hilly/undulating there is no incised terrain feature occurring on-site,
Similarly there is no identifiable distinctive landform feature or known cultural/socio-economic
values associated to the subject lands. Through this analysis, it can be concluded that no Significant
Valleyland feature or designation would not occur within the subject Study Lands.
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) section 2.1.4 (c) states:
Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in significant valleylands south and
east of the Canadian Shield unless it has been demonstrated that there will be no negative
impacts on the natural features or their ecological functions.
With no Significant Valleyland feature/designation occurring within the Study Lands or its 120m
adjacent review lands, this proposed development activity is in compliance with the PPS section 2.1.4
(b) and 2.1.6 (adjacent lands 50m to such features) and similar policies of the Official Plans.

2.6

Fish Habitat

Within the Study Lands, a cold-water stream course bisects the subject property along the western
study area boundary, as shown on Figures 2, 3 and 5B. This stream course is a tributary to
McKechnie Creek and is considered a permanent system or having year-round flows. The
McKechnie Creek system is none to support a native Brook Trout population (OMNR stream files
reviewed), with Brook Trout observed on-site within this unnamed tributary during EIS field
investigations.
In addition to this permanent flow tributary, a secondary intermittent stream channel was also
identified on-site and mapped on Figure No. 9. During field investigations on this intermittent flow
channel throughout the spring, summer and fall 2008 seasons, no fish species were observed at any
time. This channel had no surface flowing waters after the June 14 site visit, until flows were
observed again on the November 12 site visit. Physical features and barriers noted within this
channel would not permit fish migration into the channel waters on the subject lands. As such, this
intermittent flow channel, would not be deemed Fisheries Habitat under the Fisheries Act, however
this intermittent flow channel does provide in-direct contributions to water quality and quantity to the
receiving waters of the unnamed permanent tributary that does support Fish Habitat.
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) section 2.1.5 states:
Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in fish habitat except in accordance
with provincial and federal requirements.
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With Fish Habitat present within the EIS Study Lands, further assessment of this feature has been
undertaken for development impact assessment within section 4.2, with recommended setbacks
focused on water quality maintenance.

2.7

Significant Wildlife Habitat

Currently no specific habitat mapping has been undertaken within Grey County to identify all subcomponents to Significant Wildlife Habitat, based on Provincial criteria. However, aspects of
historical Provincial inventory and assessment works for wildlife habitat have been incorporated into
the County Official Plan mapping. County Constraint mapping as shown on Figure No. 5B, identifies
no historical features (wintering deer yards) associated with Significant Wildlife Habitat for the Study
Lands or its adjacent lands.
For a full environmental analysis review, this EIS shall follow the recommended Provincial criteria
listed within the OMNR October 2000, Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide (SWHTG)
publication for determining potential said designation within the Study Lands and immediate
surroundings for the determination of the habitat significance.
This particular Natural Heritage feature component can be subdivided into four distinct categories as
outlined in the Natural Heritage Reference Manual (June 1999) and to a greater specific extent, within
the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide of October
2000. It has been recommended within this later technical manual, that within a municipality for the
determination of significance, that the greatest emphasis should be placed on; representation,
abundance, rare species and multiple benefits.
The four categories for evaluation of Significant Wildlife Habitat and a review of each are provided
below.
2.7.1

Seasonal Concentration of Animals

The Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide has identified 14 potential types of seasonal
concentration areas:
Winter Deer Yards
o

The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources has no designated over wintering
deeryard habitat within the Study Lands or adjacent review lands, as would be
reflected on the County Official Plan constraint mapping. EIS fieldwork analysis
confirmed that no wintering deer activity was noted during the early winter season of
2008 within the Study Lands.

Moose late winter habitat
o

Not applicable to Grey County

Colonial bird nesting sites
o

No suitable habitat within the Study Lands
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Waterfowl stopover and staging areas
o

No suitable habitat within the Study Lands.

Waterfowl nesting habitat
o

Insufficient suitable habitat within the Study Lands

Shorebird migratory stopover sites
o

No suitable habitat occurs within the Study Lands.

Landbird migratory stopover areas
o

This study area is not known for migratory bird stopover habitat by local birders or
environmental agencies. No significant or unique or specialized habitat within the
overall immediate review landscape to the Study Lands is identifiable through air
photo interpretation.

Raptor wintering areas
o

No documented use, no habitat diversity or features within the subject lands that
would support the required over wintering habitat for raptors.

Wild Turkey wintering areas
o

No historically known roosting or over wintering activity known for this site. No
observations of wild turkey wintering at the site during the early winter season of
2008. Similarly no evidence of over wintering wild turkey activity was noted during
the April 17/08 site visit, that would be present after a long 2007/08 winter season if
habitat was utilized.

Turkey Vulture summer roosting areas
o

Site has no tall structures, super canopy trees with open surroundings or cliff faces,
no identifiable suitable habitat within the Study Lands.

Reptile hibernacula
o

No known or historical documentation for the Study Lands. Field investigations on
April 17/08 were during ideal reptile hibernaculum emergence time period, with no
active or significant snake numbers observed within the Study Lands.

Bat hibernacula
o

Site has no significant older building structures (typically having fascia/roof
openings, barns etc), large standing hollow trees, heavy deciduous forest canopy or
geological features such as caves that could support hibernacula functions, as such no
identifiable suitable habitat occurs within the Study Lands.

Bullfrog concentration areas
o

Species was not observed during the 2008 site visits, no historical documentation.
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Migratory butterfly stopover areas
o

Site lacks in cover habitat or significant flowering plant forage, no identifiable
suitable habitat within the Study Lands.

In summary for the sub-component section 2.7.1, the subject Study Lands has not been identified to
support Seasonal Concentrations of Animals.
2.7.2

Rare Vegetation Communities or Specialized Wildlife Habitat

2.7.2.1 Rare Vegetation Communities
Ecological Land Classification for vegetation community type mapping has been provided on Figure
No. 8 and characterized under section 4.4.1 for the field assessment Study Lands. No rare vegetation
communities were historically listed or observed during fieldwork completed in support of this
environmental assessment. Field investigations and site mapping have not led to the identification of
any rare vegetation community types (e.g., no observations of old growth forest, concentrations of
rare plant species, savannah habitat etc.). Vegetation communities within the Study Lands have a
Provincial ranking of S5 or considered “demonstrably secure in Ontario”. Both the Natural Heritage
Training Manual and the Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide (MNR 2000) have
recommended that rare vegetation communities are those having Provincial rankings between S1 to
S3.
2.7.2.2 Specialized Habitat for Wildlife
The Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide (SWHTG) has identified 12 categories of for the
evaluation of specialized habitats for wildlife:
Sites supporting area-sensitive species
o

Fauna species listing is provided within Appendix III, for the subject Study Lands.
Observed bird species have been compared to the Significant Wildlife Habitat
Technical Guide, Appendix G-Table G-3 for Area Sensitive status, with no species
having an ‘area sensitive’ status observed.

Forest stands providing a diversity of habitat
o

The forest stands within the subject Study Lands and surrounding adjacent review
lands demonstrate a moderate level of wildlife habitat diversity for stand types or
upland/wetland communities. Forest stands are relatively uniform in age structure,
species composition, height and density to surrounding lands. As such, the subjectforested lands are not considered to be ‘specialized’ for wildlife habitat.

Old growth or mature forest stands
o

There are no old growth trees within the Study Lands or old growth woodland
characteristics present, as defined by the Province for Old Growth Forests Definitions
(OMNR, 2003)
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Seeps and springs
o

No groundwater upwelling activity that would be considered as ‘springs’ (large and
continuous water volumes with hydraulic head functions) were observed within the
Study Lands. However, numerous groundwater discharge features characterized as
‘seeps’ (seasonal trickle flows) were observed throughout vegetation community
number 6, the wetland/riparian zone to the permanent unnamed tributary course. As
such the seeps within this vegetation community could provide seasonal specialized
ecological functions (micro-climates, earlier spring vegetation for forage etc) to
support wildlife habitat.

Turtle nesting habitat
o

No turtle species or were observed within the subject Study Lands.

Woodlands supporting amphibian breeding ponds
o

No ephemeral (seasonal) ponds were identified within the Study Land woodland
environment that would provide woodland ecology functions for amphibian breeding
habitat.

Special woodland feeding habitat
o

This ecological function is associated with large stands of mast producing flora
(either soft mast- i.e. raspberry-strawberry patches or hard mast- beech, oak trees),
which does not occur within the Study Lands. Neither was such habitat observed
within the broader adjacent review lands.

Osprey & Specialised Raptor nesting habitat
o

Habitat and vegetation community types are not conducive to support Osprey or
Specialized Raptor nesting activity.

Special moose habitats
o

Not applicable within Grey County

Mink and Otter feeding/denning sites; Marten and Fisher denning sites
o

No suitable habitat occurs within the Study Lands for River Otter

o

No Mink were observed with the Study Lands, though potential suitable feeding
habitat was identifiable along the unnamed tributary watercourse, an already
protected environment.

o

Marten is not applicable Grey County and Fisher have not been recorded south of
Provincial Highway 21, for Grey County.
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Areas of high diversity
o

The Study Lands have seen historical disturbances, land clearing and surrounding
residential development. No areas of ‘high’ diversity for wildlife habitat were
observed with the Study Lands or review lands in comparison to the surrounding
landscape.

Cliffs and caves
o

No geological features of this type are identifiable on the subject lands.

In summary for this sub-component section 2.7.2, the subject Study Lands has been identified to
support ‘seeps’.
2.7.3

Habitats of Species of Conservation Concern

The Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide (MNR 2000) provides a guideline for assessment
analysis to this sub-component, listed below. In addition it is noted, as required under the PPS,
species that have been designated Threatened or Endangered by the OMNR and are protected in
regulation are not included within the context of this sub-component. Species that can be considered
for conservation concern include:
Species identified as nationally endangered or threatened by the Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) which are not protected in regulation under
Ontario’s Endangered Species Act
o

None identified within the subject Study Lands

Species identified as provincially vulnerable based on lists of Vulnerable, Threatened,
Endangered, Extirpated or Extinct Species of Ontario that are updated periodically by the
OMNR
o

None identified within the subject Study Lands

Species that are listed as rare in Ontario based on records kept by the Natural Heritage
Information Center in Peterborough (S1 to S3 ranking)
o

Flora inventory works provided within Appendix II, have not identified any plants
with a Provincially Rare Status.

o

Fauna inventory works provided within Appendix III, have not identified any wildlife
with a Provincially Rare Status.

Species that have a high percentage of their global population in Ontario and are rare or
uncommon in the planning area
o

None identified within the subject Study Lands

Species that are rare within the planning area, even though they may not be provincially rare
(i.e. Locally Rare or Priority: Species of Conservation Concern)
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o

Flora inventory works identified three vascular plant species with a Locally Rare
status as provided within Appendix II. Colony location mapping has been provided
on Figure No. 9.

o

Fauna inventory works for Breeding Birds has identified five priority conservation
bird species for Grey County.

Species that are subjects of recovery program
o

None identified within the subject Study Lands

Species considered important to the municipality, based on recommendations from the
Conservation Advisory Committee.
o

None identified within the subject Study Lands

In summary for this sub-component section 2.7.3, the subject Study Lands has been identified to
support habitat for locally rare Flora and Fauna Species of Conservation Concern.
2.7.4

Wildlife Movement Corridors

Within the Study Lands a wildlife movement corridor for local significance has identified within
vegetation community number 6. Several game trails were observed running parallel to the unnamed
permanent watercourse within its associated wetland/riparian conifer cover habitat. This vegetated
corridor zone provides a north-south linkage to the larger wetland communities of McKenchnie Creek
located to the south and the mature forested uplands located to the north of the subject Study Lands.

In summary for Significant Wildlife Habitat section 2.7 analysis, it has been determined that the
subject Study Lands supports Significant Wildlife Habitat through analysis of the sub-component
sections:
Seeps or seasonal groundwater discharge zones
Habitat for Locally rare, Species of Conservation Concern
o

Three flora species,

o

Five bird species of priority conservation concern

Local wildlife corridor functions within vegetation community number 6.
The Natural Heritage Provincial Policy 2.1.4 (d) regarding Significant Wildlife Habitat states:
Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in significant wildlife habitat unless it
has been demonstrated that there will be no negative impacts on the natural features or their
ecological functions.
Natural Heritage Provincial Policy 2.1.6 regarding the adjacent lands for significant wildlife habitat
states:
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Development and site alteration shall not be permitted on adjacent lands to the natural
heritage features and areas identified in policies 2.1.3, 2.1.4 and 2.1.5 unless the ecological
function of the adjacent lands has been evaluated and it has been demonstrated that there
will be no negative impacts on the natural features or on their ecological functions.
With portions of the Study Lands identified as supporting Significant Wildlife Habitat, further
investigations in accordance to Provincial guidelines and development impact assessment, has been
provided within section 4.3.

2.8

Significant Woodlands

The County of Grey is currently reviewing and updating their Official Plan. Part of this process has
included the analysis and mapping of Significant Woodlands throughout the County.
Figure No. 5C, sourced from the Grey County Official Plan Draft Constraint mapping, has identified
Significant Woodlands on the subject property.
Natural Heritage Provincial Policy 2.1.4 (b) regarding Significant Woodlands states:
Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in significant woodlands south and
east of the Canadian Shield unless it has been demonstrated that there will be no negative
impacts on the natural features or their ecological functions.
With a portion of the Study Lands identified as Significant Woodlands, further investigations in
accordance to Provincial guidelines and development impact assessment, has been provided within
section 4.4.

3 Summary of Natural Heritage Features Analysis
From the eight provincial Natural Heritage features assessed, three have been identified to occur
within the subject Study Lands or within the 120m adjacent review lands:
Fisheries Habitat
o

An unnamed permanent watercourse with a coldwater thermal designation along the
western Study Lands boundary

Significant Wildlife Habitat
o

Subsection Specialized Habitat: Seeps

o

Subsection Species of Conservation Concern: Vascular plants and breeding Birds

o

Subsection Wildlife Corridor: Local corridor linkage

Significant Woodlands
o

Portions of the forested Study Lands are considered to be significant woodlands through
the draft County of Grey Official Plan constraint mapping.

The aforementioned features identified within the Significant Feature Analysis have been assessed in
greater detail within the following Impact Assessment component.
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4 Development Impact Assessment
4.1

Development Description

The applicant, East West Exchange Inc., has proposed to establish a religious retreat within the
identified EIS Study Lands with the intent for development in a two-phase approach with final design
plans accommodating up to 500 people. Development facilities include a main hall, kitchen/cafeteria,
dormitory, manager’s house, vehicle parking area, septic and well services, camping sites and outdoor
activities.
A preliminary Servicing Report, prepared by Gamsby and Mannerow Ltd has been reviewed by
AWS in conjunction with preparation of this EIS report. This preliminary servicing assessment
provided a desktop review/recommendations for well water capacity, septic treatment, storm water
management requirements and available design options for each.

4.2
4.2.1

Fish Habitat
Characterization

The cold water stream course along the western Study Lands boundary is an unmade tributary to
McKechnie Creek that has a Provincial thermal designation of cold water and supports a native
population of Brook Trout. Site investigations of 2008 for this unnamed tributary observed Brook
Trout within several stretches within the subject Study Lands of this creek.
Provincial NHRM guidelines and the County Official Plan policy (section 2.8.5.5) state:
No development shall be permitted within 30 metres of the banks of a cold water stream…
As such, no development should occur within a minimum of 30m to this noted cold water stream
course banks to demonstrate compliance with County policy.
In addition and specific to this location, numerous groundwater seeps have been identified within
vegetation community No. 6, which provide thermal water quality enhancements and water quality
contributions to the Fisheries Habitat within the receiving waters of the unnamed permanent flowing
tributary.
The identified intermittent (seasonal flowing) stream course shown as a dashed blue line on Figure 9
does not directly support Fish Habitat, however it does indirectly provide water quality and quantity
maintenance to the receiving waters of the unnamed permanent flowing cold-water stream and
provides habitat to colonies of three locally rare flora species.
4.2.2

Impact Assessment

Without extensive hydrogeological assessment works for potential negative impacts from the
development proposal onto the groundwater discharge features, it is recommended that the 30m
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setback be established beyond the eastern boundary of vegetation community No. 6. This will
maintain a vegetative buffer zone from the wetland habitat (community No. 6) and groundwater
discharge features to the land clearing and development construction, demonstrating compliance and
a precautionary approach with Provincial guidelines and County policy.
A setback distance of 30m from the sensitive wetland/riparian zone habitat of vegetation community
No. 6, for long-term hydrologic functioning, also demonstrates compliance with the Provincial Policy
2.2 for Water, with section 2.2.2 stating:
Development and site alteration shall be restricted in or near sensitive surface water
features and sensitive ground water features such that these features and their related
hydrologic functions will be protected, improved or restores.
For the identified intermittent flowing water channel, it is recommended that a 15m development
setback be maintained from the banks of this water course, exempted would be the required upgrades
to the existing access road and crossing location.

4.3 Significant Wildlife Habitat
4.3.1

Seeps

Within vegetation community No. 6, field study works identified several scattered groundwater
discharge features characterized as ‘seeps’ originating within the central zone of vegetation
community No. 6 and flowing westward to the permanent unnamed cold-water stream course flowing
along the western study area boundary. These groundwater discharge functions were observed to be
seasonal in duration, with no discharge or surface flows noted during the summer season period. All
observed groundwater discharge features had no definable outlet channel but sheet flowed though the
dense White Cedar swamp environment.
Through observations made during the 2008 site visits, it was concluded these seep features do not
directly support Fish Habitat, due to their very shallow (never observed to exceed 2cm in depth) and
sheet flowing aspect. These seep features however do indirectly provide seasonal water quality and
quantify improvements to the receiving watercourse. In addition these seep features provide
specialized wildlife habitat micro-habitat, over winter water access, and soil moisture regime
maintenance for dense woodland growth and understory cover that supports wildlife corridor
functions etc.
4.3.1.1

Impact Assessment

Given the high sensitivity of vegetation community No. 6 and its supporting habitat functioning role
to wildlife habitat, fisheries habitat and having a Significant Woodland designation, it is
recommended that no development should occur within this vegetation community. In addition, to
maintain existing shallow groundwater flow pattern movements immediately adjacent to these
upwelling features, overhead shade cover for thermal regulation and to prevent groundwater/surface
water quality impairment, it is recommended that a minimum 30m development setback be
maintained from the eastern boundary of vegetation community No. 6. In addition to this minimum
setback distance, servicing reports for the Septic treatment and Storm Water Management, need to
demonstrate no adverse impacts to water quality for these shallow groundwater discharge features.
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4.3.2 Species of Conservation Concern
4.3.2.1 Flora
Three locally rare plants have been identified within the Study Lands:
 Pale sedge, mapped as Colony site number 1 on Figure No. 9
 Sundrops, mapped as Colony site number 2 on Figure No. 9
 Bristly Buttercup, mapped as Colony site number 3 on Figure No. 9
The Pale sedge colony was located within vegetation community No. 3, having 70% shade cover
under the deciduous forest cover stand. Both the Sundrops and Bristly Buttercup colonies were within
vegetation community No. 4, part of the old-field habitat having full sunlight. All three colonies were
approximately 2m x 1.5m in area and having 20 to 35 plants within each colony.
4.3.2.1.1

Impact Assessment

The Pale Sedge and Sundrops colonies were both located within the intermittent stream course, while
the Bristly Buttercup was located 5m west of the watercourse channel. The EIS reporting section 4.2
has recommended a 15m setback from the intermittent watercourse banks. This development limit
will also provide suitable setback distances of 10m to 15m from all three locally rare flora colonies.
This setback limit will maintain overhead cover to colony site No. 1 and site alteration (grading,
filling etc) to al three colony sites. As such, no further development constraints are required to
address the supporting habitat to these flora species of conservation concern.

4.3.2.2

Local Priority Conservation Birds

EIS field survey works have identified 5 priority bird species for conservation that utilize the habitat
within the Study Lands. A review is provided in the below table for Provincial Habitat requirements
and comparison of available on-site habitat through vegetation community mapping (see Figure
number 9).
Table No. 2: Priority Birds for Conservation
Bird Species

Habitat Requirements

Primary On-Site
Habitat
Forest edges; open weedy fields or pastures with
Vegetation Communities
scattered trees or woody growth; river bottomlands
No. 1, 3, 4 and 7
with serviceberry and hawthorns; immature
maples; garden plants in suburbs; open swamps
(Provincial Descriptions)

American
Goldfinch

Field Sparrow

Open areas with low shrubs or trees; abandoned
pasture, farm fields; overgrown power lines
corridors; thickets’ forest edge; young conifer
plantations
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Bird Species

Habitat Requirements
(Provincial Descriptions)

Black-capped
Chickadee

Small-open deciduous or mixed wooded areas
(parks, residential areas); edges, thickets; nests in
tree cavities of tress with dbh > 10cm; territory is
1-2 ha of woodland

Primary On-Site
Habitat
Vegetation Communities
No. 2, 3, 5 and 6

Eastern Phoebe Suburban or agricultural areas; farmland; mature Vegetation Communities
mixed, deciduous, coniferous woodlands; woodland
No. 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6
cliffs or ravines, often near stream
Ruffed Grouse Dry, deciduous forests with dense woody overhead Vegetation Communities
cover, herbaceous ground cover; prefers second
No. 2, 3, 5 and 6
growth stands of poplar; requires sunny, open
areas; uses fallen logs for drumming and cover for
nesting
Habitat requirement source: Provincial Manual, SWHTG- Appendix G- Table G-3: Habitat /
Habitats Description
4.3.2.2.1

Impact Assessment

American Goldfinch and Field Sparrow (Open Country habitat birds)

o

Some minor loss of habitat though alteration of open weedy fields to development
lands. Forest edges will still provide suitable habitat for this species along with part
of vegetation No. 1 for septic field (grassed) etc.

o

Surrounding landscape also supports large tracts of old pasture field habitat

o

Anticipate no measurable negative impacts to the breeding population of this species
from development within the delineated lands shown on Figure No. 10.

Black-Capped Chickadee, Eastern Phoebe and Ruffed Grouse (Forest habitat birds)
o

Primary on-site habitat associated with the Significant Woodlands, as shown on
Figure No. 9. No development activity proposed within vegetation communities No.
2, 3 or 6 and only minor development incursion into vegetation community No. 5

o

Anticipate no measurable negative impacts to the breeding population of these
species, as majority of primary habitat is outside the proposed development lands.

In summary for all identified Priority bird species identified utilizing the habitat within the Study
Lands. Site impacts can be mitigated through maintenance of key habitat zones and maintaining
woodland linkages for cover habitat and focusing the primary development land clearing activity to
vegetation community No. 1 and 4. Overall cumulative impact assessment is considered to be
negligible on breeding populations, given the site location, characterization and history of site
disturbances.
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4.3.3

Wildlife Corridor

For the subject Study Lands, the primary on-site wildlife movement corridor was noted to occur
within vegetation community No. 6. Within this wetland/riparian zone cover, numerous game trails
were observed providing a north-south corridor function for both daily and seasonal movement
activity.
A secondary corridor was identified along the intermittent watercourse, following vegetation
community No. 2 and 3, having a similar north-south orientation as to the primary corridor. This
secondary corridor however, displayed limited activity due to the narrow vegetation community width
and forest edge/open habitat, along one side.

4.3.3.1

Impact Assessment

Given the identified woodland ecological functions provided by vegetation community No. 6 for
wildlife habitat, groundwater discharge, significant woodland designation and riparian zone cover, it
is recommended that no development activity occur within this vegetation community (in keeping
with reporting section 4.3.1). An exception would be for maintenance of the existing road/corridor as
an access route to the back portion of the subject property, and activities not requiring municipal
building permits i.e. trails, recreational activity, select tree thinning/removal for safety, etc.
Specific to this site, an analysis of noted features and ecological functions for density and maturity of
the vegetation layers, surrounding habitat and vegetation types, occurrences/frequency of corridor use
and site topography has been undertaken. Based on this site review it is recommended a minimum
30m wide vegetated buffer zone be maintained between vegetation community No. 6 and the
proposed structural and servicing construction required for this development proposal. This minimum
30m wide setback limit is deemed to be a sufficient separation distance specific to this site, to
maintain the wildlife corridor movements and noted woodland features/functions.
The secondary wildlife corridor functioning within the Study Lands occurs within vegetation
community No. 2 and 3, along the intermittent stream course, but it was also noted that this site had
limited wildlife use and limited corridor width/functionality due to its size and immediate adjacent
habitat types. Within reporting section 4.2, it has been recommended that a minimum setback distance
of 15m from the intermittent stream course be maintained. Report Figure No. 5C also shows that
vegetation community No. 2 and 3 are part of the Significant Woodland designation for the subject
Study Lands. Given the above noted features and limited functionality of the vegetated corridor, it is
recommended to mitigate potential negative impacts to these functions that no development activity
should occur within vegetation community No. 2 and 3. Due to the limited frequency of wildlife
movement activity, existing habitat type and that the primary corridor feature will be maintained, no
additional development constraining setbacks are deemed necessary for this specific location, for
adjacent land concerns.
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4.3.4

Significant Wildlife Habitat Summary

For Significant Wildlife Habitat, the Natural Heritage PPS section 2.1.4 (d) states:
Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in significant wildlife habitat unless it
has been demonstrated that there will be no negative impacts on the natural features or their
ecological functions.
Through this impact assessment it has been recommended that development activity no occur within
vegetation communities No. 2, 3 and 6, and constrained within part of vegetation community No. 5.
The noted no development zones and minimum setback limits will maintain the features and
supporting environment to the Significant Wildlife Habitat, along with corridor functions, portions of
the habitat areas for priority birds, sensitive/specialized wildlife habitat/seep areas and previously
recommended setback limits that also address potential impacts to the on-site rare flora colonies.
Through this detailed assessment, it can be concluded that no anticipated negative impacts to
significant wildlife habitat would occur from development within the delineated developable lands as
shown on Figure No. 10. Thus this development proposal with mitigating measures noted has
demonstrated compliance with the PPS section 2.1.4(d) and 2.1.6 and similar policies of the Grey
County Official Plan and Municipality of West Grey zoning by-laws.

4.4
4.4.1

Significant Woodland
Vegetation Communities

Site vegetation mapping and coding follows accepted provincial standards as defined by the
Ecological Land Classification (ELC) for Southern Ontario, First Approximation. Vegetation
communities are classified below and have been delineated on Figure No.9.
Vegetation Community No. 1:
Dry-Moist Old Field Meadow Type
o
o

Code CUM1-1, Provincial Status S5
Dominated by grasses with scattered low shrubs and trees

Vegetation Community No. 2:
Fresh-Moist White Cedar-Hardwood Mixed Forest
o
o

Code FOM7-2, Provincial Status S5
Mixed aged stand dominated by White Cedar, Balsam Poplar, and Sugar
Maple, patchy understory growth of forbs and herbs.

Vegetation Community No. 3:
Fresh-Moist Poplar Deciduous Forest Type
o
o

Code FOD8-1, Provincial Status S5
Mixed aged stand of Balsam Poplar and Green Ash
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Vegetation Community No. 4:
Dry-Fresh White Cedar Coniferous Forest Type
o
o

Code FOC2-2, Provincial Status S5
Early successional (immature) White Cedar with scattered White Pine and
Scotch Pine throughout the old farm field. Several open pockets and areas
were canopy cover is less than 60% (below forest delineation guidelines).

Vegetation Community No. 5:
Dry-Fresh White Cedar-Poplar Mixed Forest Type
o
o

Code FOM4-2, Provincial Status S5
Mid-maturity aged stand with variable age tree composition of White Cedar,
Balsam Poplar, White Spruce and Trembling Aspen, all occurring along the
slope land between the old farm fields and the wetland/riparian zone habitat.

Vegetation Community No. 6:
White Cedar-Conifer Mineral Coniferous Swamp Type
o
o

CodeSWC1-2, Provincial Status S5
Mature stand of White Cedar, with scatted Tamarack and Green Ash. Dense
pockets of low undergrowth, several groundwater seeps observed scattered
throughout stand.

Vegetation Community No. 7:
Willow/Red-Osier Dogwood Thicket Swamp Type
o
o

Code SWT3-2, Provincial Status S5
Mix of low shrubs, sedges and dead standing conifers along the stream
coarse floodplain environment.

Based on the County satellite imagery mapping for Significant Woodlands (Figure No. 5C) and in
conjunction with site-specific vegetation community mapping, the Study Lands significant woodlands
have been delineated on Figure No. 9. These forested lands are comprised of vegetation community
numbers 2, 3, 5 and 6 that meet provincial forest stand designation guidelines.
4.4.2

Characterization: Flora and Floristic Quality

Section 4.4.1 provides a description of vegetation communities found within the Study Lands. The
following provides more detail regarding the floristic surveys completed within the Study Lands, for
an impact assessment.
Vascular plant species observed were recorded for the EIS Study Lands with a full listing of species
identified, significances status and Values to the ‘Floristic Quality Assessment for Southern Ontario’
provided within Appendix II.
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A total plant count of 52 species was recorded, with 42 or 81% considered to be native and 10 or
19% being non-native (introduced) species. Within Southern Ontario, the average non-native
composition ranges between 20 to 30%, as noted by M. Oldham of OMNR Natural Heritage
Information Center. The Study Lands reflect a non-native percentage consistent within the typical
provincial range for botanically disturbances.
Floristic Quality Assessment values are provided within Appendix II for the native flora species The
“coefficient of conservatism” scoring ranks are based on a plants degree of fidelity to a range of
synecological parameters. An analysis of the provincial rankings and the number or percentage
composition of native species are provided in Table 3 below.

Table No. 3: Native Flora Coefficient of Conservatism Breakdown
Ranking

Description

Study Lands

0 to 3

Plants found in a wide variety of plant
communities including disturbed sites

16 or 38 %

4 to 6

Plants typically associated with a specific
plant community, but tolerate moderate
disturbances

22 or 52 %

7 to 8

Plants associated with a plant community in
an advanced successional stage that has
undergone minor disturbance

4 or 10 %

9 to 10

Those plants with high degrees of fidelity to a
narrow range of synecological parameters

0 or 0%

The above table demonstrates that 90 % of the Study Lands native plant species occupy a wide range
of habitat types and can tolerate varying degrees of disturbances and 4% of the native plants can
occur within woodlands in an advanced successional stage and tolerating minor disturbances. While
no native plants being sensitive to site alteration disturbances were noted. As such, development
within the Study Lands is anticipated to have no definable negative impacts to botanical diversity or
sensitive species.

4.4.3

Woodland Impact Assessment

The development focus for structures and servicing will be primarily occurring within the open field
environment and the early successional/field area of vegetation communities No. 1 and 4, beyond the
Significant Woodland habitat.
Vegetation community numbers 2 and 3 function as a forested buffer zone to the noted intermittent
stream course and as a minor secondary corridor for wildlife movement. Section 4.2 has
recommended a 15m-development setback from the identified intermittent watercourse banks.
Portions of this watercourse flow through vegetation community number 3 and immediately adjacent
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to vegetation community number 2, both which function as overhead shade cover, soil stabilization,
nutrient loading and natural filtration. Given that both of these stands are narrow and running parallel
to this intermittent watercourse, it is recommended that no development occur within vegetation
community No. 2 or 3.
Vegetation community number 5 is the sloped transitional land between the old farm field habitat of
vegetation community No. 4 (now overgrown with early successional conifer trees) and the
wetland/riparian zone of vegetation community No. 6. Reporting section 4.3.4 has recommended a
30m-development setback from vegetation community No. 6, which will maintain a vegetated buffer
zone for ‘no negative impacts’ to the identified ecological functions provided within the sensitive
lands of vegetation community No. 6. As vegetation community No. 5, runs parallel and is the
transitional –sloped lands to vegetation community No. 6, much of community No. 5 occurs within
the noted30m setback zone. Along the northeasterly boundary section of vegetation community No.
5 the topography begins to widen with flat sections and gentle gradient slopes. Within this section of
vegetation community No. 5 and outside the 30m- setback to community No. 6, development could
be permitted within this portion of the Significant Woodlands, as no sensitive features or woodland
ecological have been identified that would be negatively impacted from tree cutting and/or
construction of building structures.
The Natural Heritage PPS section 2.1.4 (b) states:
Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in significant woodlands south and
east of the Canadian Shield unless it has been demonstrated that there will be no negative
impacts on the natural features or their ecological functions.
Specific to this development and site location, ecological functions which can be attributed to the
Significant Woodland Feature (forest cover) have been identified as:
Habitat for Flora Species of Conservation Concern –Colony site No. 1
o Addressed through maintained habitat within the intermittent watercourse 15m
setback and recommendation of no site development with vegetation community
No. 3
Habitat for Fauna Species of Conservation Concern –Three priority woodland birds
o Primary habitat of vegetation community No. 6 and secondary habitat of
vegetation community No. 2 and 3 maintained with recommended no
development within these vegetation communities.
Riparian zone habitat with scattered groundwater discharge zones (seeps)
o

Addressed through no site development within vegetation community No. 6 and
buffer zone of 30m beyond vegetation community No. 6 to maintain forest
cover and shallow groundwater flow patterns and seep functions.

Wildlife Corridor – local functions for daily and seasonal movements
o

Addressed through no site development within vegetation community No. 6
(primary corridor area) with a buffer zone of 30m beyond vegetation community
No. 6 to maintain forest cover and visual barrier. Secondary on-site wildlife
corridor is also maintained through no development of vegetation community
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No. 2 and 3. Additional impact reduction through the 15m-setback zone to the
intermittent stream course, which will provide a vegetated buffer (adjacent lands
to wildlife habitat) along the western side (adjacent to buildings) to the forested
stands of community No. 2 and 3.
Woodlands indirectly support adjacent Fish Habitat
o

Addressed through no site development within vegetation community No. 6 and
buffer zone of 30m beyond vegetation community No. 6 to maintain forest
cover and shallow groundwater flow patterns and seep functions.

o

Addressed through maintaining habitat within the intermittent watercourse 15m
setback and recommendation of no site development with vegetation community
No. 2 and 3

Through this impact assessment noted above, all of the Significant Woodland features and ecological
functions have been identified and addressed through setbacks and delineation of suitable
development lands as shown on Figure No. 10. As such it can be concluded that the ecological
functions within the Significant Woodlands will incur no measurable negative impacts from the
proposed development activity.
In summary for Significant Woodlands, through the associated impact assessments, it has been
demonstrated that with proper mitigative measures in place, no short-term or long-term measurable
negative impacts are anticipated to the ecological functions, which are identified within this review.
Site development will have a minor reduction upon the identified mature forest cover of the
Significant Woodland designation area coverage, however the noted ‘no development setback zones’
also include portions of vegetation community No. 4 which is a forest stand and will become part of
the Significant Woodland habitat in the near future as it matures. Thus offsetting this minor reduction
of vegetation community No. 5, with no long-term measurable negative impacts anticipated.
It can be concluded through this impact assessment review, that with proper implementation of
mitigative measures, this development proposal would be in compliance to the PPS sections 2.1.4 (b)
and 2.1.6 (adjacent lands) and similar policies of the, Grey County Official Plan and Municipality of
West Grey Zoning.
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5 Mitigation
The following mitigative measures should be implemented through Site Plan Control and/or Agency
permits/approvals. These measures are recommended to maintain the ecological functioning role and
natural heritage features that have been identified within the Study Lands and are in compliance with
provincial and municipal environmental policies and guidelines, pertaining to the Study Lands.

5.1

No development or site alterations should occur within the identified vegetation
communities of numbers 2, 3, 6 and 7.

5.2

A development setback limit of 30m is to be established from the eastern boundary of
vegetation community No. 6 and a 15m development setback be established from the
intermittent stream course. Both noted setback limits have been shown on Figure No.
10. Exemption to the 15m-setback zone will be required upgrades to the existing
stream channel-crossing site.

5.3

All construction and servicing requirements to the development should be contained
within the delineated ‘developable lands’ as shown on Figure No. 10.

5.4

Potential Tree cutting and land clearing within portions of vegetation community No. 5,
which are those lands beyond the 30m setback line, should be kept to a minimum.

5.5

Final Servicing Reporting shall demonstration that no adverse impacts to the on-site or
adjacent surface water features and groundwater discharge features/functions will not
be adversely impacted from the final development design proposal.
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6 Conclusions
This EIS report has examined, in detail, the potential for negative effects on natural features and
functions both within the Study Lands and the surrounding landscape. Development related potential
negative impacts have been identified and addressed with proposed mitigation measures,
development constraints and required final servicing assessment.
This report has demonstrated that through proper mitigative measures, Natural Heritage features or
associated ecological functions that occur on the Study Lands are anticipated to have no measurable
negative impacts from the proposed Concept Development design by Ferguson Ferguson Architect,
from long-term use of the lands for seasonal dwelling occupation. Thus this development activity
would be in compliance with Natural Heritage aspects of Federal Acts & Regulations, Provincial
Natural Heritage Policy Statement and Acts and Legislation and environmental policies of the Grey
County Official Plan and the Municipality of West Grey zoning by-laws.
All comments contained within this report pertain to available literature, reports, documents and
existing site conditions for this study area. All natural feature locations are estimates based on current
maps available, site survey features and field mapping with plotting by hand held GPS units and field
air photography/topographical estimation within +/- 5m. The maps contained within this report
should not be considered ‘a legal survey’ but are adequate for this planning/application review
process and are based on surveying data sources from Ontario Base Maps.

Respectfully Submitted

_____________________________________________________
John Morton
Aquatic and Wildlife Services
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Figure No. 1: Site Location
Proposed East West Exchange Camp: Municipality of West Grey
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APPENDIX III
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Ferguson Ferguson Architect draft Design Concept
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